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Upon observation at Washington Park in downtown Cincinnati, 
I found societal macro-reflections in the public furniture. 
Supported by William H. Whyte’s short documentary, I realized 
that the only areas with movable furniture were areas where 
payment was suggested. I investigated topics around choice and 
the driving forces behind social mobility.

Movable furniture



In-vitro children are birthed in sets of 26, in accordance with 
the population need. Each child is given a first letter as a 
name and provided with an equal education. Sets are raised by 
a vocal nursing staff with differing class viewpoints. At 15, 
citizens choose their name and societal class and continue into 
a kinetic education.

Equal start



Possible world
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Materialism

Novelty Conformity

Slow

Fast

Intra

What does infinite fluidity and free choice look like?

If we had true freedom of choice, would we still choose to idealize material things?

What if everyone was privileged enough to do what they want to do?



The Slow class is the confluence of novelty and idealism. 
Members of the Slow class enjoy a living wage provided from 
Intra and live with limited possessions. The focus of their 
lives is emotion and togetherness. Slow livers thrive on the 
communal nature of their habitats and spaces, as their income 
limits physical mobility and requires pooled efforts. They work 
with each other in attempts to be self-sustaining. The Slow 
class wears bright colors and eccentric patterns.

Slow class



The Inter class is made up of working class citizens. Inter 
livers have multi-opinionated values (materialistic and 
idealistic) and execute commands from the Fast class decision 
makers. They work blue collar jobs and occasionally have money 
to afford luxury. The Inter class wears clothing with simple, 
expressive forms that are reminiscent of uniform dress.

Inter class



The Fast class values material things and works extremely hard 
to obtain them. Members of the Fast class enjoy independent 
living and privacy. Fast livers are the decision makers and 
work long hours to make the most money. They are able to afford 
luxury and physical mobility. These citizens are able to take 
vacations in private transport machines frequently. They wear 
muted neutrals and dress very modestly.

Fast class



In a time of widening academic achievement and income gaps, 
racial tensions, refugee crises, and other rights issues, the 
world is searching for solutions to make life more equitable. 
Portable, wearable furniture has surfaced as a trend in 
fashion to combat the forced movement of millions of people 
seeking asylum.

Preferable future



A bed is the most primitive version of home. A guaranteed 
sleeping space assures every citizen a place in society. No 
matter what choices are made, every citizen will always have a 
basic home. I propose to design and produce a cot that is able 
to be worn and altered to reflect choices.

Cot wear



Thank you.


